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London Symphony Orchestra
Valery Gergiev

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphonies 1-3

Valery Gergiev
London Symphony Orchestra

Tchaikovsky’s early trio of symphonies have long lived in the shadow of the three that followed. Following his acclaimed
Mariinsky DVD of the final three symphonies, which received Choc de l’annee  in France, Valery Gergiev conducts
outstanding performances of the earlier works with the LSO.
Tchaikovsky’s early symphonies are full of the rich expressive melodies, for which he had a natural talent, with influences
of Russian nationalism and folk tunes, particularly in the ‘Little Russian’, No. 2. The choreographer George Balanchine
exploited the dance-like nature of the Third Symphony by using it as the basis for the final part of his ballet masterpiece,
'Jewels'.
Throughout the Autumn Valery Gergiev will conduct the complete Brahms and Szymanowski cycles with the LSO in
London, Edinburgh, Paris and Luxembourg. They also tour to the USA and Germany. Gergiev’s recent recordings on
LSO Live include an acclaimed recording of Rachmaninov’s Symphonic Dances and Stravinsky’s Symphony in Three
Movements. His award-winning Mahler cycle will be released as a 10-SACD box set in October. 

Concert Reviews:
"a wonderfully accomplished account of Tchaikovsky’s 3rd Symphony. The intricate classicism of this piece, its deftness
and sleight of hand, make it extraordinarily difficult to pull off - but Gergiev instinctively knows how this music
breathes...to take the sound away and achieve that airiness and balletic poise that can be so elusive" The Independent

"the vigour of Gergiev’s interpretation, all darting flashes of colour and contrast, was immensely appealing, and the
finesse and panache of the playing were second to none. Very fine" The Guardian 

"Gergiev’s inspired handling did raise the question of why programme planners do not more frequently offer this
charming piece in preference to yet another Pathétique. What astonishes most about Gergiev’s conducting is that the
results are as precise as they are" Evening Standard 

"a beguiling performance of Tchaikovsky’s First Symphony … the scintillating Scherzo was irresistible. This is clearly a
cycle not to be missed" The Guardian
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Les Musiciens du Louvre/
Marc Minkowski

SCHUBERT: Complete Symphonies

Les Musiciens du Louvre
Marc Minkowski

Following the extremely successful recording of Haydn complete London Symphonies released in 2010, Marc Minkowski,
Naïve and the Wiener Konzerthaus set up a new project, even more ambitious although similar in form: to perform for the
Viennese audience and record the complete symphonies of Schubert in the same week, in March this year. 2012 marks
the 30th anniversary of Les Musiciens du Louvre Grenoble. Major concerts will take place in Paris this Autumn to
celebrate this event. 
This 4-CD set on period instruments sheds a new light on all the Symphonies, some not as highly considered as perhaps
they should be. 
Les Musiciens du Louvre Grenoble use instruments of the Classical era, laid out according to Viennese tradition, with the
violins on either side of the conductor and the double basses in a line facing him. The oboe too is of Viennese
manufacture: its highly idiosyncratic bore produces a sound, at once nasal and tender, that is immediately recognisable –
indeed, despite developments in instrument making and the multiplication of keys, the modern version of this instrument
is still not so very far removed from the oboe that Schubert knew. Four double basses are used in general but only two
for the Fifth Symphony, which is written in a more central tessitura and dispenses with clarinets, trumpets, and timpani.
‘In the “Great C major”, on the other hand,’ explains Marc Minkowski, ‘Schubert’s ambitions recall, relatively speaking,
those of Haydn in The Creation or Beethoven in the Ninth Symphony. That’s why I chose to deploy five basses and to
double the first flute and oboe parts and the second clarinet and bassoon parts: the use of three instruments per section
allows us to obtain that organ sonority that was later to define the Bruckner rchestra, whereas the woodwind, in the early
symphonies, sound like a pastoral group. When all is said and done, the key word for all this music is melancholy, even
at the height of virtuosity – and goodness knows that these works, more ideal than practical, remain behind their
apparent simplicity very risky to bring off in performance. Schubert wrote with genius for the orchestra, but his thought,
much more than that of Mozart or Beethoven, was situated outside reality, in the tumultuous imagination of a young –
sometimes very young – man, at the frontiers of the possible.’

ALSO AVAILABLE: V5716 Haydn The 12 ‘London’ Symphonies
"Recorded live in Vienna, Marc Minkowski's four-disc set with Les Musiciens du Louvre Grenoble exploits every nuance
of the London symphonies: the textures thrillingly contrasted, the theatrical effects of the "Drumroll" and "Surprise"
balanced with sobriety and serenity, the obbligato solos mouth-wateringly lovely, the opening of the "Clock" sublime. This
is the finest period instruments ensemble in the world." The Independent 

CONCERT: 15 December LONDON, Barbican Centre, Grieg Peer Gynt with BBC Symphony Orchestra
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Anne Sophie von Otter
Sandrine Piau
Cappella Mediterranea / Leonardo García
Alarcón

Sogno Barocco / Baroque Dream

Anne Sophie von Otter

MONTEVERDI: Si dolce è 'l tormento, L’Incoronazione di Poppea - Pur ti miro, Signor, oggi rinasco, 
Il ritorno d’Ulisse in patria - Di misera Regina
CAVALLI: Elena (Venezia, 1659), La Calisto - Vivo per te, Dolcissimi baci, Doriclea - Lamento 
PROVENZALE: Squarciato appena havea
ROSSI: Lamento de la Regina di Suecia

Following the best-seller 'Love Songs' with Brad Mehldau and a new recording of Berlioz’s 'Les Nuits d’été' with Marc
Minkowski, 'Sogno Barocco' is the third project from eclectic Swedish mezzo-soprano Anne Sofie von Otter on naïve,
which she toured 2010-11.
Dedicated to early Italian opera protagonists such as Poppea, Penelope, Diana and Helena, this clever programme
gathers baroque hit duets such as “Si Dolce è’l tormento” or “Pur ti miro” and the previously unreleased Provenzale
cantata or Rossi’s Lamento of the Swedish Queen . . .
This delicate and subtle series of baroque jewels is performed with an amazing cast, starring French soprano Sandrine
Piau, in 3 breathtaking duets, and baroque rising-star conductor Leonardo García Alarcón, one of the current darlings of
Italian baroque. 
This new release is offered with a 76-page booklet including complete sung texts and essays by Von Otter, Alarcón and
musicologist Vincent Borel. It also includes 3 instrumental pieces by Cavalli in world premiere recordings.

Concert review: “Throughout her career, the Swedish mezzo has charted a wide repertory, and in this rangy baroque
selection she traversed three countries with effortless fluency. The operatic extracts showed her transferring with ease
her skills at melding music and drama from a theatrical context to the concert platform...In each instance, Von Otter's use
of the sounds of the text to reinforce meaning was masterly.
The strangest item on the programme was a sizable cantata attributed to the 17th-century Neapolitan composer
Francesco Provenzale, which parodies a lament for King Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden with overemphatic gestures and
sudden ironic interpolations from coarse popular songs; the effect is a bit like Mahlerian baroque. Von Otter entered into
its weird duality of spirit with abandon, attacking various percussion instruments to help her bump and grind her way
through the dance sections.
Directed by Leonardo García Alarcón, the ensemble Cappella Mediterranea was never less than supportive...Von Otter
herself remained in elegant command – not only of her voice and platform manner, but of the audience, too.” 
The Guardian
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Ann Hallenberg [contralto]
Stavanger Symphony Orchestra,
Fabio Biondi

Arias for Marietta Marcolini, Rossini’s first muse

Ann Hallenberg 
Fabio Biondi

MAYR: Sol di morte [Il sacrifizio d’Ifigenia]*
ROSSINI: Se per te lieta ritorno [L’equivoco stravagante], Per lui che adoro, Pensa alla patria [L’Italiana in Algeri],
T'abbraccio, ti stringo [Ciro in Babilonia]
WEIGL: Dille che in lei rispetto [L’imboscata]*
PAER: Io morrò [L’eroismo in amore]*
MOSCA: Mentre guardo [Le bestie in uomini]
COCCIA: Tu mi stringi [La donna selvaggia]*
*WORLD PREMIERE RECORDING

Marietta Marcolini was an Italian contralto born in Florence in 1780. Rossini’s career would not have taken flight in so
meteoric a fashion without a series of providential encounters, and that with Marietta Marcolini was to leave an indelible
stamp on his entire output. By creating roles to measure for her, as in 'La pietra del paragone' and 'L’Italiana in Algeri',
and exploiting this interpreter’s uncommon resources more fully than had other composers before him, Rossini ushered
in the fashion for a new type of comedy, the brilliant, virtuoso comedy of which he was to remain the master until 'Le
Comte Ory' (1828).
Unlike the numerous recorded recitals devoted exclusively to Rossini, this one presents the young Rossini in the context
of the Italian musical theatre of the second decade of the 19th century. Included are extremely well-known arias like the
spectacular rondo from 'L’Italiana' and that of 'L’equivoco stravagante', the original version of Clarice’s rondo in 'La pietra
del paragone'. It also reveals also the richness and variety of the pre-Rossinian composers are forgotten today.
The Swedish mezzo-soprano Ann Hallenberg has become established as one of Europe’s leading mezzosopranos. Her
operatic repertoire includes a large number of roles by Rossini, Mozart, Gluck, Massenet, Handel, Vivaldi and
Monteverdi. Equally at home on the concert platform, she frequently appears in concert halls and festivals throughout
Europe and North America.
With this recording, NAIVE launches a new series of CDs called NAIVE DISCOVERIES, which will assemble our
enthusiasm for rare  repertoires, atypical projects, releases distinct from signings of exclusive artists or production
contracts spread over several years.

> includes 4 arias in world premiere recordings
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Marie-Nicole Lemieux
Les Violons du Roy / Bernard Labadie

Opera Arias: Gluck, Haydn, Mozart

Marie-Nicole Lemieux

MOZART: Venga pur, m inacci e frema, Overture [Mitridate, re di Ponto K87], Ombra felice! – Io ti lascio K255, 
Parto inerme e non pavento [La Betulia liberata K74c/K118], Voi, che sapete che cosa e amor [Le nozze de Figaro], Deh
per questo istante solo [La clemenza di Tito]
HAYDN: Se non piange un’ infelice [L’isola disabitata, Hob. XXVIII/9], Sudò il guerriero [Il ritorno di Tobia, HobXXI/1] 
GLUCK: Jupiter, lance la foudre [Iphigénie en Aulide], Che faro senza Euridice [Orfeo ed Euridice]
GRAUN Del mio destin tiranno [Montezuma]

In the line of a rich and eclectic discography, Marie-Nicole Lemieux’s new recital, recorded with leading North American
classical and baroque orchestra Les Violons du Roy, is devoted to the first decades of classical opera era.
As always, Marie-Nicole Lemieux has combined hits of the repertoire (Mozart’s Le nozze di Figaro) with much less
renowned pieces to which she gives new light, such as Graun’s 'Montezuma', Gluck’s 'Iphigénie en Aulide' or young
Mozart’s 'Mitridate'.
The warm and sensitive voice of Marie-Nicole Lemieux as well as the very precise and specific rhythm provided by
Bernard Labadie’s orchestra perfectly combine to draw a complete range of musical colours.
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Nikolai Lugansky [piano]

RACHMANINOV: Piano Sonata no. 1 in D minor Op. 28
Piano Sonata no. 2 in B flat minor Op. 36
Nikolai Lugansky

Following his much-praised Liszt recital, released in 2011, this new recording is the second project on Naïve-Ambroisie
from renowed Russian pianist Nikolai Lugansky.
Considered as one of the best performers of Rachmaninov in the world, Nikolai Lugansky is offering his very personal
and accurate vision of the two piano sonatas of the composer. Both piano sonatas are monuments of the repertoire, with
technical challenges and intense colours. Yet, composed 5 years apart, presenting a multitude of emotions and
contrasts, they are significantly different works. Very few recordings already exist of the first sonata, that Rachmaninov
intended to be a programme sonata based on the main characters of Goethe’s Faust.
In the coming weeks and months, Lugansky will perform Rachmaninov, in recital or concerto, in the main venues in
Europe and North America. 

Press for Nikolai Lugansky’s recent Rachmaninov performances:
“A rare treat closes out this Savannah recital: Lugansky's terrific account of Rachmaninov's neglected Piano Sonata
No.1...Lugansky relishes the delicious, long-flowing lines of Rachmaninov's intertwining melodies.” NPR - Tom Huizenga

“Well over six feet tall like Rachmaninoff himself, Lugansky possesses a similar indomitable strength and iron-fingered
dexterity and has clearly taken note of his compatriot pianistcomposer’s interpretive style in this music. […] Yet it was the
depth and eloquence, the organic quality of Lugansky’s Rachmaninoff that distinguished this performance as much as
the muscle and sonorous heft. Everything seemed to emerge naturally from what came before rather than a succession
of brilliant isolated bursts as in so many young hotshots’ readings of this repertoire.” Chicago Classical Review

“Lugansky negotiates the coruscating technical chicanery of the Sonata [Rachmaninov Piano Sonata No. 2], yet it is the
[Rachmaninov] Corelli Variations’ haunting nostalgia that really hits the emotional spot" BBC Music Magazine

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
AM205 Nikolai Lugansky: Liszt

CONCERTS:
29 Nov. Barbican Centre with Leonidas Kavakos
06 Dec. DUBLIN National Concert Hall Rachmaninov: Piano Sonata no.1 Liszt, Janacek
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Georg Nigl [Wozzeck] 
Mardi Byers [Marie]
Maxim Paster [Captain]
Pyotr Migunov [Doctor]
Roman Muravitsky [Drum-major]
Orchestra & Chorus of the Bolshoi Theatre
Teodor Currentzis [conductor]

BERG: Wozzeck

Georg Nigl, Mardi Byers
Orchestra & Chorus of the Bolshoi Theatre
Teodor Currentzis 
Stage direction and set design: Dmitri Tcherniakov

In 2010, for the first time in its history, the Bolshoi Opera presented Alban Berg’s masterpiece 'Wozzeck'. Dmitri
Tcherniakov’s truly historic production is now available in this HD DVD.
The Russian director’s aim with this bold, sensitive transposition was “to highlight the hidden sorrows of a late
20th-century man dwelling in a megalopolis.” The redoubtably complex title role was entrusted to Austrian baritone Georg
Nigl. Nigl studied with Kammersängerin Hilde Zadek. Over the last few years he has worked with, among others, Thomas
Hengelbrock and his Baltasar Neumann Ensemble, Jordi Savall and his Hesperion XXI Ensemble, and Giovanni Antonini
and Luca Pianca and their Il Giardino Armonico.
American soprano Mardi Byers plays Marie. A native of Colorado, she made her international debut as 'Tosca' in Lübeck
and Elisabetta in 'Don Carlos' in Wiesbaden and Basel. She has also sung Donna Anna and Suor Angelica at the New
York City Opera, as well as Elisabeth in 'Tannhäuser' and Ariadne. The Proms audience saw her in Mahler 8 in 2010 with
Jiri Belohlavek.
Greek conductor Teodor Currentzis directs the Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra and Chorus. Artistic director of the Perm
Opera and founder and musical director of the Musica Aeterna ensemble, Currentzis is now to be seen in the world’s
leading venues: the Opéra de Paris, Opernhaus Zurich, Bayerische Staatsoper Munich, the Royal Opera House Covent
Garden and the Teatro Real in Madrid.

PRESS REVIEW
“Currentzis is an exceptional perfectionist. Every phrase, every pause, every rubato is balanced, grounded and yet
spontaneous” Frankfurter Allgemeine by Kerstin Holm - Nov 14, 2011

“Currentzis just infects everyone who goes into his orbit. He has his leader qualities and notorious charisma perfectly
displayed.“
Muzokno by Gulyara Sadikh-Zade - Jan 31, 2012

“The American soprano Mardi Byers was a memorable Marie, singing with a wealth of vocal colors and making a lovely
moment of the lullaby for her son.“ The New York Times - Dec 2, 2009
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Yetzabel Arias Fernández [soprano]
Martín Oro [alto]
Sergio Foresti [bass]
La Risonanza
Fabio Bonizzoni [harpsichord & direction]

VIVALDI: La Senna festeggiante, Serenata a tre, RV 693

La Risonanza
Fabio Bonizzoni

Continuing his captivating survey of the Baroque serenata, Fabio Bonizzoni now focuses on one of the “occasional”
works – with music at a magnificently-high level throughout – written by Antonio Vivaldi when in Venice: 'La Senna
festeggiante'. 
What animated Vivaldi to compose a work apparently extolling the virtues of the River Seine in Paris? The story goes, as
described by Michael Talbot in his exemplary accompanying essay, that the serenata was written in 1726 jointly to
honour the French king, Louis XV (on his name day), Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni (then the Protector of the Affairs of France
at the Vatican) and the French Ambassador in Venice, the Comte de Gergy; and bringing in the river to heap Baroque
praise on the Sun King’s great-grandson.
An unmistakeably Vivaldian score (complete with self-borrowings and “loans” from others), the composer nonetheless
makes plentiful musical allusions to his Gallic theme and setting through the music of the three named vocalists – The
Golden Age, Virtue and the Seine – and through the instrumental accompaniment, handled deftly and gloriously here by
Bonizzoni and La Risonanza. The singers, Yetzabel Arias Fernández, Martín Oro and Sergio Foresti, capture the spirit of
the allegorical and fluvial characters superbly in this new Glossa recording, which was made at the Abbaye de
Saint-Michel en Thiérache (also the setting for La Risonanza’s earlier recording of Alessandro Scarlatti’s Serenate a Filli).
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Fabio Bonizzoni [harpsichord & organ]

FRESCOBALDI: Toccatas & Partitas
CD1: First Book of Toccatas (Rome, 1615/1616/1637)
CD2: Second Book of Toccatas (Rome, 1627/1637)
Fabio Bonizzoni

For as much as Fabio Bonizzoni is drawn to the splendours of Baroque music for voices and orchestra – as
demonstrated through his award-winning recordings with La Risonanza – his keyboard-playing instincts are constantly
urging him to tackle masterpieces of the keyboard repertory. Most recently having applied his musical insight and
virtuosity to Bach’s 'Die Kunst der Fuge', Bonizzoni now pits himself against another, albeit earlier, Baroque master in
Girolamo Frescobaldi.
Frequently-cited as being as important for keyboard music as Monteverdi was for vocal and dramatic fare, the genius of
the Ferrara-born Frescobaldi was amply recognised when working in Rome and Florence – periods when he published
(and revised) the two books of toccatas (but including canzonas and partitas or variations sets) recorded by Bonizzoni
here. Frescobaldi’s toccatas allow for, and draw from Bonizzoni, great interpretative flexibility, calling for rhythmic
freedom, not to say drama and emotion. Indeed, Bonizzoni, clearly mindful of the new demands of the seconda prattica
in Frescobaldi’s time, likens the toccatas to being madrigals without words: poetry lies at the heart of his performances.
This new recording from Glossa has Bonizzoni playing on a splendid modern copy of an Italian Baroque harpsichord and
on the idiosyncratic organ of the Basilica of Santa Barbara in Mantua. Along the way, Bonizzoni has puzzled out, and
describes in the booklet, how best to draw out the sound appropriate for Frescobaldi’s music from this mysterious
instrument.
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Quito Gato [theorbo, Fender guitar]
William Sabatier [bandoneon]
Mariana Flores, Diego Flores [voice] 
Cappella Mediterranea
Leonardo García Alarcón

Claudio MONTEVERDI - Astor PIAZZOLLA

Cappella Mediterranea, Leonardo García Alarcón

This innovative programme, created at Ambronay Festival in 2009 by the Argentine Leonardo García Alarcón chief sees
musicians alternate between baroque and modern instruments to interpret the most beautiful pages of Piazzolla (Milonga
del Angel, Ballada para un loco) and Monteverdi (Lamento della ninfa, Orfeo). During the extensive live tour of this
project in 2009, members of the audience pointed out that in the end they didn’t know where Monteverdi stopped and
Piazzolla began. This is what the principal musicians had to say:
"When I meet up with my musician friends, Argentinians of Europe like myself, we often start improvising and I discover
we have a musical colour in common: the tango is never far away...The madrigal and the tango are affetti (emotions) that
dictate the musical form. That’s also why it seemed such an obvious idea to me to associate  them, quite apart from the
fact that the energy of Monteverdi’s music is similar to that of Piazzolla’s. You can interpret them with the same freedom,
allowing yourself to be guided by your emotions. The other aspect of mingling the two approaches, very liberating from
the standpoint of the professional skills of a ‘classical’ musician, is the realisation of the way music evolves from one
generation to another. My grandfather used to sing tangos, my father’s generation were rock enthusiasts, and I play early
music having inherited all of that." Leonardo García Alarcón 

William Sabatier: "Many of the Argentinian musicians who swept into Europe in the late seventies and early eighties were
steeped in a different culture from that of the tango, which at that time was thought of in Argentina as ‘old people’s
music’. And it was in Europe that they finally rediscovered the essence of the tango, prompted by the urge to get back to
their roots, their identity...Before this project, I didn’t know Baroque music, which gave me the impression of being a kind
of ‘folklore’. The work of collecting information in an almost archaeological way and the attempt to ‘bring it back to life’
were a new discovery for me...I must pay tribute here to Quito Gato. His arrangements are the subtle binders between
the worlds of Monteverdi and Piazzolla. Quito and Leonardo gave a key role to the bandoneon, a colour that sets the
whole ensemble ablaze. These encounters have led to friendships and projects that would never have come about
otherwise. Like, for example, the duo with Diego Valentín Flores: he sings the tango with a profundity, a finesse and a
commitment that gives me goose-pimples." 

Quito Gato: "The encounter with William Sabatier was an incredibly rich experience for me personally and for the project
as a whole. Leonardo was lucky enough to find in him a composer, an immensely gifted interpreter of classical music and
tango, and a virtuoso on the bandoneon. He surprised us with his phenomenal knowledge of the language of the tango,
its history, its different styles, its innumerable technical and aesthetic twists and turns, which he masters to perfection.
Indeed, one of the great masters of the tango, one of the greatest bandoneonists, Leopoldo Federico, said to William:
‘You can’t possibly be French, you must have been born in Buenos Aires.’" 
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Anna Caterina Antonacci [soprano]
Donald Suzen [piano]

L’alba separa dalla luce l’ombra 
Dawn divides the light from the shadows
songs by Hahn, Tosti, Cilea, Refice, Cesti & Respighi
Anna Caterina Antonacci 

HAHN: from Venezia – Chansons en dialecte vénitien (1901)	
TOSTI: Quattro canzoni d'Amaranta (1907)	
CILEA: Serenata ('Mormorante di tenero desio'), Nel ridestarmi, Non ti voglio amar 	
REFICE: Ombra di nube 	
CESTI: Intorno all'idol mio 
RESPIGHI: Sopra un'aria antica 
Encore - TOSTI: Marechiare (Canto Napoletano)	

Anna Caterina Antonacci’s enchanting recital entitled 'L’alba separa  dalla luce l’ombra' delves into a colourful landscape
of French and Italian art song. She explores the rich tonal and emotional contrasts of works spanning almost three
centuries, with deeply engaging interpretations throughout.
 
Antonacci is famed for her profound and vivid appearances both on the opera stage [most recently in Covent Garden's
The Trojans] and recital platform, and this recording manages to capture her spellbinding, dramatic performance and her
ability to give clear voice to the varied, ever-shifting psychological states portrayed through this emotional programme,
recorded live on 5th December, 2011. 
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Roderick Williams [baritone]
Helmut Deutsch [piano]

SCHUMANN: Kerner Lieder Op. 35
songs by Wolf, Korngold & Mahler
Roderick Williams 
Helmut Deutsch 

WOLF: Six songs from the Italienisches Liederbuch (Italian Songbook)
KORNGOLD: Vier Lieder des Abschieds (Songs of farewell) Op. 14 
MAHLER: Um schlimme Kinder artig zu machen, Erinnerung, Ich ging mit Lust, Aus! Aus! 
SCHUMANN: 12 Kerner Lieder Op. 35 

Described by Opera magazine as ‘Britain’s best baritone’, London-born Roderick Williams and leading pianist Helmut
Deutsch perform an atmospheric Liederabend, featuring some of the most inspiring German songs of the 19th century.
Immersing himself in the great range of moods portrayed through his programme, from the celebratory outpouring of
praise in Wolf’s ‘Gesegnet sei, durch den die Welt entstund’ to the sorrowful resignation to heartbreak in Schumann’s
‘Alte Leute’, Williams’s dramatic narrations are emotionally engaging throughout. Complemented by Deutsch’s
superlative pianism, this recording is unforgettably poignant – a ‘must have’ for lovers of Lieder. 
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Label: Onyx Classics
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: ONYX4092
Barcode: 880040409229
Normal Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Jonathan Biss [piano]
Elias String Quartet:
Sara Bitlloch, Donald Grant 
Martin Saving, Marie Bitlloch

DVORAK: Piano Quintet Op.87, 
SCHUMANN: Piano Quintet Op.44
Jonathan Biss 
Elias String Quartet

Schumann’s Piano Quintet, composed in the autumn of 1842, was one of the earliest examples of the combination of
piano with a string quartet – Boccherini, Dussek and Hummel had each produced one, and Schubert used the double
bass in his ‘Trout’ Quintet. It instantly became one of Schumann’s most popular works. It was composed
at a time of almost feverish industry – he composed his three string quartets Op.41, the Piano Quartet and a set of
Fantasy Pieces for piano trio, all in 1842. The piano quintet is a captivating, almost spontaneous work, and is a brilliant
example of Schumann’s inspiration from start to finish.
Dvorák’s Op.81 Piano Quintet stems from his attempt to revise an earlier piano quintet in A major from 1872. Dissatisfied
with this work, he set upon composing a new one: the result composed in September 1887 is one of his most lovable
works. A relentlessly sunny work, sometimes sentimental, always masterful.

• Jonathan Biss is one of the most exciting pianists of the younger generation, widely regarded for his artistry and
deeply-felt  interpretations. The New York Times described him as playing with "unerring sophistication’" He is currently
recording the complete Beethoven piano sonatas for ONYX. Volume 1 is out now, with Volume 2 to be released in
January 2013.
• The Elias String Quartet have quickly established themselves as one of the most intense and vibrant quartets of their
generation. They perform around the world, collaborating with many different artists. The Quartet was formed in 1998 at
the Royal Northern College of Music in Manchester. The quartet have been chosen to participate in BBC Radio 3’s
prestigious New Generation Artists’ scheme and are the recipients of a 2010 Borletti-Buitoni Trust Award. In April 2010,
their disc of Mendelssohn, Mozart and Schubert on the Wigmore Hall Live label was given the BBC Music Magazine
Newcomer Award.

• Advertising in BBC Music Magazine and Gramophone
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Label: Onyx Classics
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: ONYX4103
Barcode: 880040410324
Normal Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Anne Schwanewilms [soprano]
Charles Spencer [piano]

Der Himmlische Leben
Liszt and Mahler
Anne Schwanewilms 
Charles Spencer 

Der Fischerknabe, Der Hirt, Der Alpenjäger, Urlicht, Rheinlegendchen, Um schlimme Kinder artig zu machen, 
Verlor’ne Müh’, Ich ging mit Lust durch einen grünen Wald, Ablösung im Sommer, 
Wo die schönen Trompeten blasen, Nicht wiedersehen! Oh, quand je dors, Die Lorelei, Das himmlische Leben

The great German dramatic soprano Anne Schwanewilms makes her debut on ONYX with a recital of lieder by Liszt and
Mahler. Schwanewilms is renowned internationally for her interpretations of Strauss and Wagner. An eminent lieder
singer, Anne Schwanewilms works closely with leading lieder accompanists of our time – Charles Spencer, Roger
Vignoles and Malcolm Martineau – with whom she has appeared in international concert halls in Barcelona (Gran Teatro
del Liceu), Strasbourg, Madrid, Amsterdam, London (Wigmore Hall) and Washington (Kennedy Center). With Roger
Vignoles, she has recorded a selection of songs by Richard Strauss, which was nominated by BBC Music Magazine as
Vocal Recording of the Year 2008.

"Schwanewilms has one of the great Strauss voices of the 21st century." Der Tagesspiegel, June 17, 2012

"the unchallenged number one among Strauss divas today" Berliner Morgenpost, June 8, 2012

"Accompanist Charles Spencer had a nearly independent role, musically. Mahler’s songs are at times more like a double
concerto for piano and vocals. The extended intro of “Wo die schönen Trompeten blasen”, with the allure of a piano
sonata, gave Spencer every chance to show his ability… with the five Rückert-Lieder, the evening ended. Gone was the
cabaret, here we heard spirituality and the central questions of life in text and music." François van den Anker, 5 March
2012

"One of the most electrifying singers of our time" BBC Radio Three, May 2009

•  Advertising in BBC Music Magazine and Gramophone
•  BBC Music Magazine ‘Music to my Ears’ feature – October issue
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File Under: Classical
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2 for 1 
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: cristal
Kings Singers

The Best of the Kings Singers

Kings Singers

As part of Signum's 15th anniversary year we are delighted to release this celebratory collection of The Best of 'The
King's Singers' – a 2-CD collection drawn from their now extensive catalogue on Signum. 

The first CD includes titles from Christmas (the groups debut album with Signum,  released in 2004), along with music
from Landscape and Time, Treason and Discord, Gesualdo’s Tenebrae Responsories, Sacred Bridges, Siglio d’Oro,
Romance du soir, From the heart, High Flight and the 2012 release Royal Rhymes and Rounds. 
The second CD presents songs from four albums: Six, From the heart, our most recent light album Swimming over
London and the Grammy® Award winning Simple Gifts.
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Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment
Sarah Connolly [mezzo-soprano]
Vladimir Jurowski [conductor]

MAHLER: Totenfeier Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen

Sarah Connolly
Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment
Vladimir Jurowski 

In this live recording from the Royal Festival Hall the OAE shines its musical torch into the realms of some later
repertoire, shedding new light on the music of Mahler. Conducted by Principal Artist Vladimir Jurowski, this CD includes
Mahler’s 'Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen' (Songs of a Wayfarer), written in the wake of an unhappy affair with a
soprano, and the extraordinarily exciting and powerful 'Totenfeier', Mahler’s first foray into orchestral music, and later
reworked into the opening movement of his second symphony.
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budget price
Format: 3 CD
Packaging: box set

WAGNER: Götterdämmerung

Wolfgang Windgassen [Siegfried]
Hermann Uhde [Gunther]
Kurt Böhme [Hagen]
Lawrence Davidson [Alberich]
Margaret Harshaw [Brünnhilde]
Marianne Schech [Gutrune]
Jean Madeira [Waltraute]
Orchestra & Chorus of the Metropolitan Opera / Fritz Stiedry
2/3/1957 Live matinee broadcast recording

The culmination of one the grandest theatrical journeys, this opera features some of Wagner’s most ravishingly beautiful
and emotionally shattering music. Margaret Harshaw and Wolfgang Windgassen are the ill-fated couple, with Kurt Böhme
as the evil mastermind Hagen.
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Label: Walhall
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budget price
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: cristal

BERG: Wozzeck
sung in English, Metropolitan Opera 14/3/1959

Hermann Uhde [Wozzeck]
Kurt Baum [tambourmajor], Charles Anthony [Andres]
Paul Franke [Hauptmann], Karl Dönch [Doktor]
Alessio de Paolis [De Narr]
Eleanor Steber [Marie]
Margaret Roggero [Margret], Alice Plotkin [Mariens Knabe]
Earl Ringland [Ein Soldat], Charles Kuestner [Townsman]
Orchestra and Chorus of the Metropolitan Opera House / Karl Böhm

Wozzeck had finally had its Met premiere on 5th March 1959 a week befor ethis performance. Vocal honours went to
Uhde and Steber: the rest of the cast is excellent, reflecting the skill and talent singing in New York at the time. 

"Rudolf Bing increased the artistic stature of the Metropolitan Opera by presenting Alban Berg's Wozzeck last night.
Regarded now as a "classic" in Europe, this 34-year old contemporary opera is unique, whatever the public response to
it. Since the box office proved "disastrous" as far as benefiting the Metropolitan Opera Guild's production fund, the
success of the first performance must be treated as solely artistic. For that Bing deserves hearty congratulations. He has
fulfilled an important obligation to the public and one of his own ambitions in bringing "Wozzeck" finally to the Met. Mixed
with the cheers at the final curtain there were a very audible number of boo's. The latter provided their own commentary
on those who uttered them because they indicated a woeful lack of awareness of the contemporary musical world of
which "Wozzeck" is a significant part. They also overlooked a splendid production, one of the most exacting ever
undertaken in the Met's entire history...
Karl Böhm won the ovations of the evening, deservedly. Conducting this score must be considered a major triumph at
any time. The work it involved stretched back to the [beginning] of the opera season 19 weeks and 24 orchestral
rehearsals later (unprecedented in the history of the Met), he achieved a remarkable performance. It may not have
registered all the nervous tension and frightening aspect of the early portion of the opera, but it revealed unforgettable
texture of sound in the last act." Review by Miles Kastendieck in the New York Journal-American 
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File Under: Classical
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5 for 4 
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Packaging: box set

John Cage 100

This year, on 5 September, the music world is going to celebrate the 100th birthday of the American composer John
Cage. WERGO very early turned to the oeuvre of the avant-garde musician and to the release of his most important
works on LP or CD – including "Etudes Australes", "Roaratorio" or "Sonatas and Interludes", his "Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra" or his "Diary: How to improve the World (You will only make Matters worse)". 

CD 1: WER 60156-50   Sonatas & Interludes 
CD 2: WER 6216-2       Concert for Piano and Orchestra / Atlas Eclipticalis 
CD 3: WER 6310-2       An Alphabet (CD 1) 
CD 4: WER 6636-2        Variations II, Eight Whiskus, Music for Two, Ryoanji 
CD 5: WER 6718-2        Etudes Boreales, Harmonies, 10'40.3'' 
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Christoph Caskel [percussion]
Max Neuhaus [percussion]
Frederic Rzewski [piano]

STOCKHAUSEN: Zyklus für einen Schlagzeuger, Klavierstück X 

Frederic Rzewski 

Under the tauspices of 'studio reihe neuer musik', WERGO released outstanding recordings in the 1960s, thus creating a
benchmark for advanced contemporary music in the label's early days. On the  occasion of its 50th anniversary, WERGO
now releases these highlights of 20th-century history in excellent sound quality on CD for the first time.
'Zyklus für einen Schlagzeuger' [Cycle for One Percussionist] can be heard in two different versions performed by two
different performers, Max Neuhaus and Christoph Caskel. Stockhausen originally wrote it as a required piece for the
Kranichstein Percussion Competition in 1959. He deliberately did not determine the length of the piece's performance, so
as not to be overly specific concerning the work’s multiplicity of meanings, the different characters of various
performances, or the technical abilities of the players. Max Neuhaus, for example, tried to find the best possible positions
or arrangement of the individual instruments relative to each other to form them into one 'instrument'. In addition, he
developed his own playing techniques specially adapted to the piece and instrument.
For 'Klavierstück X', Stockhausen combined two extremes: relative disorder and order, chaos and balance. The
interpretation on this CD was performed by the legendary pianist Frederic Rzewski.

The recordings were originally published on LP in 1964 (WERGO, WER 60010).
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Label: Delphian
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: DCD34112
Barcode: 801918341120
Normal Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
John Kitchen [harpsichord]

Music from the age of Louis XV: John Kitchen plays the 1769
Taskin harpsichord

John Kitchen

F. COUPERIN: Ordre no. 6 in B flat
FORQUERAY [attrib.]: La Du Breüil, La Leclair, La Léon, La Boisson RAMEAU: La Triomphante, Fanfarinette, Les
Sauvages, L’Enharmonique, L’Egiptienne
DUPHLY: La Forqueray, Médée

John Kitchen - uniquely familiar with Edinburgh's internationally acclaimed collections of early keyboard instruments -
turns his attention to the world's most famous harpsichord, the Taskin harpsichord. The reign of Louis XV was the period
during which the harpsichord gained its greatest popularity in France, and this glorious 1769 instrument by Pascal Taskin
would have been the preferred choice of any composer. Here its opulent lushness is captured in the ideal acoustics of
Scotland's oldest concert hall, St Cecilia's Hall. The Hall is also home to the Raymond Russell Collection of Early
Keyboard Instruments, which houses the Taskin harpsichord. The combination of instrument, venue, programme and
performer creates a unique listening experience.
This is John Kitchen's fourteenth solo recording on Delphian. Since his appointment in 2002 as Edinburgh City Organist,
he has curated a busy series of concerts in the city's iconic Usher Hall. Recent recital series in the USA and Germany
complement his busy programme of activities in the UK. Having studied 17th century French harpsichord music whilst
Organ Scholar at Clare College, Cambridge, John is now Senior Lecturer at Edinburgh University, Conductor of
Edinburgh University Singers and Director of Music of Old Saint Paul's Episcopal Church in Edinburgh.
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Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
David Pipe [the organ of York Minster]

LISZT, BRAHMS: Original works and transcriptions for organ

David Pipe

BRAHMS: Prelude and Fugue in G minor
LISZT (arr. Kynaston): Funérailles
LISZT: Consolation in D flat
LISZT (arr. Guillou): Fantasie und Fuge über das Thema BACH
BRAHMS: Chorale Prelude & Fugue on “O Traurigkeit”
LISZT (arr. Pipe): Il penseroso
LISZT: Ave Maria von Arcadelt
BRAHMS (arr. Pipe): Symphony no. 4 in E minor, movement 4

SFZ MUSIC, the independent label for HIS MAJESTYS SAGBUTTS & CORNETTS, are pleased to announce their latest
release, the debut recording of one of Britain’s most exciting young organists. David Pipe is the assistant director of
Music of York Minster and is rapidly forging a reputation for exciting, ground-breaking recital programmes.
This recording brings together two of the giants of the 19th Century organ repertoire with the splendour of York Minster’s
famous romantic instrument. Two classically inspired pairs of preludes and fugues by Brahms feature alongside Pipe’s
own arrangement of the monumental final movement of Brahms’ 4th Symphony. Pipe also provides an arrangement of
Liszt’s Il penseroso from Années de Pèlerinage: Nicolas Kynaston’s arrangement of Funérailles and Jean Guillou’s
arrangement of the monumental Fantasia and Fugue on the name of BACH complete the programme, alongside two
delightful miniatures. All the arrangements are brilliantly idiomatic and translate perfectly to the organ: Pipe’s virtuosic
performances and the mighty gothic power of the Minster instrument combine to stunning effect.

This recording was previewed on BBC Radio 3’s In Tune on 8th August and was launched at a recital at York Minster,
given by David Pipe, on 11th August 2012
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Catalogue No: LDV05
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Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Gary Hoffman [cello]
David Selig [piano]
 
CONCERT: Wigmore Hall 21st October 

MENDELSSOHN: Complete works for cello and piano

Gary Hoffman
David Selig

To repair the injustice of Mendelssohn’s current reputation with musicians as a 'minor' composer, Gary Hoffman and
David Selig have recorded his complete works for cello and piano or the French label Dolce Volta.  In order to do justice
to Mendelssohn, the perfectly constructed balance of the pieces and the interplay between the two instruments, it was
necessary to unite two close friends, working together in perfect harmony.  
Furthermore, Gary Hoffman plays a 1662 Nicola Amati cello, formerly in the possession of Count Mathieu Wielhorski, a
friend of Mendelssohn’s to whom the composer dedicated his Sonata op.58. Music, rather than simply being a question
of technique and practice, is a labour of love, born out of pleasure and created with pleasure…
A pleasure that Gary Hoffman and David Selig share: "Our rehearsals are not moments where we have decided in
advance to work on this or that. We start with the music and our choices are made naturally, instinctively… I don't ask
myself questions, I just play", says Gary Hoffman.
Having entered the Rostropovitch Competition, and needing a pianist to accompany him, Gary Hoffman met David Selig
and they have since become close friends as well as collaborators.  They share a passion for the underestimated genius
of the German 19th Century composer Felix Mendelssohn. For Gary Hoffman, Mendelssohn is as great as Schumann,
Bach, Beethoven and Mozart: his works are exquisitely written and physically demanding; his vision poetic, ample and
modern.
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3 for 1.5 
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Packaging: box set
Bronislaw Gimpel [violin]
Martin Krause [piano]
RIAS-Symphonie-Orchester •
Radio-Symphonie-Orchester Berlin
conductors: Fritz Lehmann* • Arthur Rother** •
Alfred Gohlke***

Bronislaw Gimpel: Violin Concertos & Sonatas

Bronislaw Gimpel 

Violin Concertos: Jean Sibelius*, Karol Szymanowski**, Henryk Wieniawski***
Violin Sonatas: Franz Schubert, Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, Robert Schumann, Leoš Janácek, Giuseppe Tartini (ed.
Friedrich Hermann),
Pastorale et Danse: Karol Rathaus

The new Bronislaw Gimpel edition presents on three CDs all recordings made by the violinist between 1954 and 1957 for
the RIAS Berlin. Not only do they illustrate the striking violinistic profile of the artist, but also the stylistic palette of his
repertoire.
Bronislaw Gimpel (1911-1979) was one of the “old school” violin virtuosos. His distinctly individual approach towards
sound and phrasing left a strong mark in the history of violin playing. Gimpel was born in the Galician city of Lemberg,
today’s Lviv in the Ukraine. He received his musical training at the conservatoires of his home city as well as Vienna, and
at the Berlin Musikhochschule with Carl Flesch. Gimpel established an international and versatile career as a soloist,
concert master, chamber musician, conductor and violin teacher.
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Label: Aparté
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: AP039
Barcode: 3149028016925
Normal Price
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Packaging: digipack
Katia Bronska [piano]

SCHUMANN, CHOPIN: Katia Bronska 
Schumann - Papillons Op. 2, Kinderszenen Op. 15
Chopin - Mazurka Op. 41 No. 2, Nocturne Op. 55 No. 2
Katia Bronska

Katia Bronska is Polish by birth, Parisian by adoption. Acclaimed by the critics, she has captivated audiences around the
world, meeting with success and triumph in great cities such as Paris, New York and London. 
Her music shows a fascinating personality. She has caught the attention of great musicians such as Yehudi Menuhin,
who wrote: "I have just heard Katia Bronska and I am thrilled! She plays Chopin's works with a precise and intrinsic
rubato, with a tempo that leads you from one enchanting moment to the next."
She was an exceptionally gifted child, who received the gold medal in Poland's National Piano Competition for Promising
Young Talent at the age 12. She studied with the great piano teachers Krystyna Jastrzebska and Zbigniew Sliwinski,
before going to work with some of the most distinguished professors in St Petersburg.
She was awarded the Grand Prix of the Fondation de France (Prix Charles Oulmont) in 1987. Katia Bronska likes to
perform in intimate communion with places and people. In her concerts she has her captivated listeners in raptures of
emotion.
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Normal Price
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Packaging: digipack
Ensemble Stravaganza

Concert at the Habsburg Court

Ensemble Stravaganza

BIBER: Sonate V, Crucifixion, Rosary Sonatas Sonate III – Salzburg 1681
FROBERGER: Lamentation sur la mort de Ferdinand III
SCHMELZER: Sonata tertia
WALTHER: Suite No. 8 en mi Majeur –Hortulus Chelicus Mainz

La Stravaganza is a young baroque ensemble that was created around two musicians  Gilon Domitille and Thomas
Soltani. It brings together young musicians from one of the largest repositories of Europe (Conservatoire supérieur de
musique et de danse de Lyon, Conservatoire supérieur d'Amsterdam, Conservatoire à rayonnement régional de Paris).
The ensemble was interested in the Habsburg court, where with the advent of Ferdinand III, music boomed, lifting hearts
and bringing musicians and composers from all over Europe. This album brings back the jewels of this time, combining
works by Schmelzer, Biber, Walther and Froberger.
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Juan Carlos Muñoz [baroque mandoline]
Mari Fe Pavón [baroque mandoline]
Alla Tolkacheva [mandoline, mandole baroque]
Manuel Muñoz [baroque guitar, lute]
Jean-Daniel Haro [viola da gamba, violone]
Jean-Christophe Leclère [harpsichord]

Arte Mandoline

Juan Carlos Muñoz

DALL'ABACO: Concerto a più instrumenti op. V.6 
ARRIGONI: Sonata per mandolino e basso 
CASTELLO: Sonata seconda a soprano solo 
MATTEIS: Ayr
D.SCARLATTI: Sonata K.89
WEISS: Concerto in re minore
VIVALDI: Concerto da ripieno in do maggiore 
FASCH: Sonata d-moll 
UCCELLINI: La Bergamasca

A great sweeping fresco of life awaits you when you listen to 'Arte mandoline'... Their playing is expressive, their
dynamics extremely flexible, the suppleness of their phrasing impregnated with warmth and generosity, and their
virtuosity is extraordinary...
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Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: SIGCD299
Barcode: 635212029923
super budget
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
The King's Singers, 
Tenebrae, 
VOCES8, 
The Swingle Singers, 
Rodolfus Choir

A Cappella Collection

2012 marks the 15th anniversary of the first release from the leading independent classical label Signum Records.
Beginning life as an early music specialist (with a landmark release of the Complete Works of Thomas Tallis with
Chapelle du Roi), Signum has grown since 1997 to a catalogue of over 300 releases across a wide range of genres,
featuring a number of world-class artists including: 
-A Cappella and Choral Music (The King's Singers, Tenebrae, VOCES8, The Swingle Singers, Rodolfus Choir)
- Orchestral and Chamber Music (Philharmonia Orchestra, London Sinfonietta, Gabrieli Consort & Players, OAE, LCO,
Smith Quartet), 
- Instrumental Soloist Recitals (Jamie Walton, Alessio Bax, Matthew Barley, Llyr Williams, James Rhodes) 
- Art song and Lieder (Iain Burnside, Malcolm Martineau, John Mark Ainsley, Mark Padmore, Ailish Tynan, Felicity Lott,
Sarah Connolly, Jonathan Lemalu).
In their new anniversary series they have drawn on this extensive catalogue to form 6 collectable budget-price releases,
assembled around the themes of a cappella, Early Music, Organ, Choral, Art Song, and Piano music (to be released in
September and October 2012).  

[1]	A Fifth of Beethoven	Ludvig van Beethoven	THE SWINGLE SINGERS
[2]	Hide and Seek	Imogen Heap	THE KING’S SINGERS		
[3]	Weather Report	Bob Chilcott	BBC SINGERS		
[4]	Après un Rêve	Gabriel Fauré	TENEBRAE		
[5]	Slap that Bass	George & Ira Gershwin	VOCES8		
[6]	Helplessly Hoping	Stephen Stills	THE KING’S SINGERS		
[7]	Steal Away	Trad. spiritual	VOCES8		
[8]	It’s Sand, Man!	Lewis/Hendriks/Lambert	THE SWINGLE SINGERS	
[9]	Oblivion	Claudio Monteverdi	THE LONDON QUARTET	
[10]	En Aranjuez con tu amor	Joaquín Rodrigo	CORO CERVANTES		
[11]	This Marriage	Eric Whitacre	THE KING’S SINGERS		
[12]	From Russia with Love	Lionel Bart	VOCES8			
[13]	When an Old Cricketer Leaves the Crease	Roy Harper	THE LONDON QUARTET	
[14]	After the Goldrush	Neil Young	THE KING’S SINGERS		
[15]	Bachbeat 	Bach/Swingle/Shlomo 	THE SWINGLE SINGERS 	
[16]	Andromeda	Mia Makaroff	THE KING’S SINGERS		
[17]	The Dying Soldier	Trad.	TENEBRAE 		
[18]	Conceit	Graham Lack	THE KING’S SINGERS		
[19]	Swansongs 1	Bob Chilcott	THE SIRENS		
[20]	Smooth Criminal				Michael Jackson		VOCES8	
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Gabrieli Consort & Players, 
OAE
Charivari Agréable
Kings Singers

Early Music Collection

2012 marks the 15th anniversary of the first release from the leading independent classical label Signum Records. In
their new anniversary series Signum have drawn on this extensive catalogue to form 6 collectable budget-price releases,
assembled around the themes of a cappella, Early Music, Organ, Choral, Art Song, and Piano music (to be released in
September and October 2012).  

[1]	Deus in adjutorium from Monteverdi Vespers	OAE	
[2]	Mascara	Piero Strozzi	CHARIVARI AGRÉABLE	
[3]	Sonata No.8 in G minor: Giga Presto	Antonio Vivaldi	CORDARIA		
[4]	Esperar, sentir, morir	Juan Hidalgo 	CHARIVARI AGRÉABLE	
[5]	Rosa das rosas (Cantiga)	Codex Las Huelgas 	MILLE FLEURS	
[6]	Old Simon the King	Trad. English	EMMA MURPHY	
[7]	Tis now dead night	Thomas Ford	GALLICANTUS	
[8]	Cello Suite No.1, BWV 1007: I. Prélude  	J.S. Bach	DAVID KENEDY	
[9]	A Fancie	William Byrd	THE KING’S SINGERS	
[10]	Concerto in G minor, RV 106: Allegro	Antonio Vivaldi	GAIL HENNESSY & NICHOLAS PARLE	
[11]	Versa est in luctum	Alonso Lobo	TENEBRAE		
[12]	Galliard	Anon	MUSICA ANTIQUA OF LONDON	
[13]	Gradual: Canzona [13] à 12	Giovanni Gabrieli 	GABRIELI CONSORT & PLAYERS	
[14]	O Beate Sebastiane	Guillaume Dufay	THE CLERKS GROUP	
[15]	Te lucis ante terminum (festal)	Thomas Tallis	CHAPELLE DU ROI	
[16]	Sonata for cornett and strings: III. Allegro	Pietro Baldassari 	CHARIVARI AGRÉABLE	
[17]	Nel tempo che riveste il verde manto	Ioannes Lulinus Venetus  MUSICA ANTIQUA OF LONDON	
[18]	Mystery Sonata No. 3, “The Nativity”: Mvt. I  	H. Biber	CORDARIA		
[19]	Gott will Mensch und sterblich werden: Aria 	Georg Philipp Telemann CORDIARIA	
[20]	Cantate Domino	Claudio Monteverdi	VOCES8		
[21]	Fair Orion, in the morn	John Milton	THE KING’S SINGERS
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The Organ Collection

2012 marks the 15th anniversary of the first release from the leading independent classical label Signum Records. In
their new anniversary series Signum have drawn on this extensive catalogue to form six collectable budget-price
releases, assembled around the themes of a cappella, Early Music, Organ, Choral, Art Song, and Piano music (to be
released in September and October 2012).  

[1]	Toccata in C major, BWV 564	J.S. Bach	DAVID GOODE, FREIBERG CATHEDRAL
[2]	Con moto maestoso from Sonata No.3 in A	Felix Mendelssohn	JOSEPH NOLAN, BUCKINGHAM PALACE
[3]	Langsam from Six Fugues, Op 60	Robert Schumann	SIMON PRESTON, ROYAL ALBERT HALL
[4]	Choral Song (ed. Emery)	Samuel S. Wesley	JAMES VIVIAN, TEMPLE CHURCH, LONDON	
[5]	Rhosymedre	R. Vaughan Williams	JOSEPH NOLAN, BUCKINGHAM PALACE
[6]	Prelude in B major, Op 7  Marcel Dupre ROBERT QUINNEY, WESTMINSTER CATHEDRAL
[7]	Institution de l’Eucharist (Livre du Saint Sacrement)   Olivier Messiaen	DAVID GOODE, ETON COLLEGE CHAPEL
[8]	Te Deum	Jean Langlais	NAJI HAKIM, GLENALMOND COLLEGE
[9]	Poeam from Poema and Toccata Beorma	George Thalben-Ball	JOSEPH NOLAN, SAINT SULPICE, PARIS
[10]	Nimrod from Variations on an Original Theme, Op 36   Edward Elgar	ROBERT QUINNEY, WESTMINSTER ABBEY	
11]	Minuet - Waltz from Suite des Danses	Alexander Mason     ALEXANDER MASON, GLOUCESTER CATHEDRAL
[12]	Toccata in G minor	Johann Pachelbel	MICHAEL MATTHES, TULLE CATHEDRAL
[13]	Toccata	Théodore Dubois	JOSEPH NOLAN, BUCKINGHAM PALACE
[14]	Adagio from Organ Symphony No.5, Op.42, No.1	Charles-Marie Widor	JOSEPH NOLAN, LA MADELEINE, PARIS
[15]	Toccata from Suite Gothique, Op. 25	Léon Boëllmann	JOSEPH NOLAN, SAINT SULPICE, PARIS
[16]	Final from Organ Symphony No. 1	Louis Vierne	JEREMY FILSELL, SAINT OUEN, ROUEN
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Taizé: O Toi l'au-dela de tout

Surrexit Christus, Alléluia 17, Que j’exulte et jubile, Gloria in excelsis Deo, Fiez-vous en Lui, Notre âme attend le
Seigneur, Magnificat 3, Bonum est confidere, Psaume 62, Seigneur, je compte sur toi, Ô toi, l’au-delà de tout, Veni
Sancte Spiritus, Christe Salvator, Jésus, ma joie, Psaume 84, Kyrie 6 – intercessions, Notre Père, Retourne, mon âme,
Benedictus Dominus Deus, Seigneur, tu gardes mon âme

This new French language recording is the first since 2001 to have been made in the Church of Reconciliation at Taizé.
Some of these songs, including the title song, are entirely new and are recorded here for the first time; others are already
well-known; others again have been sung at Taizé for many years but are less well-known to the public. Besides the
repetitive, meditative songs typical of Taizé, this CD also contains two psalms and several other songs in different styles
often used by the Community. The recording was made by some of the brothers and a group of young people present at
Taizé for the international meetings.
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